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Everest books tend to emphasize one of several themes, usually along the lines 
o f individual or team heroism, or national heroism. W hen Dawson Stelfox 
became the first Irishm an to climb Everest in 1993 via still seldom-clim bed 
M allory-Irvine (or north ridge) route, he became a hero in his homeland as 
Everest “conquerors” often do. But Stelfox hails from Belfast in Northern 
Ireland, which prom pted a rival southern-born Irish m ountaineer months later 
to claim that an Irishman, “from the south,” still had not climbed Everest.

This book chronicles Stelfox and his teammates’ fine effort in becoming the first 
British mountaineers to climb the route upon which George Mallory and Andrew 
Irvine perished in 1924. Their story mixes a curious, yet intriguing blend of 
journalism, fine prose, and Irish nationalism. This because the principal author, 
Lorna Siggins, is a non-climbing journalist from the expedition-sponsoring Irish 
Times, while the Boardman-Tasker prize-winning writer and expedition member 
Dermot Somers contributes a string of fine diary entries.

The nationalistic thread running through the book I found rem arkable 
because, as is stated on page 155, the climbers felt com pelled to leave not an 
Irish tricolour, “not a Union Jack on E verest’s sum mit …  national flags, 
national anthems were not in the spirit o f this expedition.” Yet the Irish 
hometowns and ancestral connections of each team m em ber are dutifully noted, 
along with the Irish ancestry of additional cast members such as Sir Edmund 
Hillary and John Barry. Oddly, the book was printed in Scotland— but it was 
most certainly written for the Irish market.

Everest Calling  ultimately stands out because of Siggins’ and Som ers’ 
contrasting writing styles, from her tight journalism  to his flowing, eloquent 
prose. S iggins’ newspaperly text improves and gathers speed as you progress; 
Somers writes beautifully about Buddhism, Tibet and the Chinese occupation, 
paralleling their long-standing history o f political violence with his own 
country’s. Only an Irish mountaineer would dare make an analogy to a bomb 
alert in a climbing book! His talent now widely praised, Somers is a gifted 
writer able to capture the rapture and agony o f climbing with succinct phrases 
and delightful coloring (page 80):

Just ahead, the valley threw out its arms 
like the nave of a cathedral in awe before 
Everest, and there in the flattening was the 
Rongbuk Monastery, the highest on earth; only 
Buddhism could live that high, and probably 
makes more sense here than it does in Dharamsala, 
Berkeley, CA, or at Hyde Park Corner.

“Ascent of the Dark Side” though. Why, I wondered? Because the route is 
north-facing, I suppose, cold and shaded— or was there some deeper, darker



mirror here reflecting the Irish soul? There are few other shortcomings. M essner 
is called “an Austrian m ountaineer,” and unfortunately the Spanish photo
graphic reproduction is som etimes blurry. Four photos are also printed 
backwards. The best reasons for tracking down this book, however, are Dermot 
Som ers’ excellent writings, and the array o f fascinating closeup photographs of 
the upper section o f Everest’s North Ridge, including the Second Step— a route 
I, too, would one day like to climb.
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